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Abstract. We present PerfMiner, a system for the transparent collection, storage and presentation of thread-level hardware performance data
across an entire cluster. Every sub-process/thread spawned by the user
through the batch system is measured with near zero overhead and no dilation of run-time. Performance metrics are collected at the thread level
using tool built on top of the Performance Application Programming
Interface (PAPI). As the hardware counters are virtualized by the OS,
the resulting counts are largely unaﬀected by other kernel or user processes. PerfMiner correlates this performance data with metadata from
the batch system and places it in a database. Through a command line
and web interface, the user can make queries to the database to report
information on everything from overall workload characterization and
system utilization to the performance of a single thread in a speciﬁc application. This is in contrast to other monitoring systems that report
aggregate system-wide metrics sampled over a period of time. In this
paper, we describe our implementation of PerfMiner as well as present
some results from the test deployment of PerfMiner across three diﬀerent
clusters at the Center for Parallel Computers at The Royal Institute of
Technology in Stockholm, Sweden.

1

Introduction

Until unlimited compute power becomes pervasive, HPC systems must be carefully managed in order to maximize the users’ productivity and the operating
sites’ return on investment. In most supercomputer installations, the cost of the
machines and their maintenance is passed along to the user in terms of dollars
per CPU hour. The user then either directly purchases compute time from the
site or he applies for a grant from a central authority; often the same authority
that funds the purchase and operation of the machine. This process is designed
to balance a budget, equating an hour of CPU usage with an amortized cost of
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installation, operation and maintenance of a large machine. If we consider that
the lifetime of a supercomputer or large cluster is about four years before it’s
retired, the above process appears wasteful, as it makes no attempt to optimize
the use of either ﬁnancial or computational resources. Compute time from user
to user and group to group is treated equally; even though the amount of work
that can be accomplished during each CPU hour can diﬀer by many orders of
magnitude. For example, a user with a large allocation and an ineﬃcient code
can easily ’steal’ otherwise available resources from less well-funded users. The
allocation is not based on computational work nor eﬃciency, rather it’s based
on a rough estimate of the number of CPU hours required to accomplish a given
problem. Given the same budget, it is certainly possible that this user could solve
much larger problems with an optimized code. The converse does not necessarily
hold, as a user with a small budget and a large problem must strive to achieve
some degree of eﬃciency in order to complete his work in the allotted time. If the
allocation policy was biased towards actual computational resource requirements
AND towards the eﬃcient use of those resources, aggregate throughput of the
system would rise and more CPU hours would be available to the community as
a whole. Consider these other cases:
Purchase of a New Computing Resource. Procurements are often run in two
diﬀerent modes; either the customer submits a set of benchmarks to be optimized by the vendor or the vendor provides access to hardware resources on
which the customer runs the benchmarks. These benchmarks run the gamut from
microbenchmarks that measure particular machine parameters to full-blown applications. Benchmarks by their very nature, attempt to represent a very large
code base with a very small code base. If hardware performance data could be
collected for every application and correllated with data from the batch system
and other sources, speciﬁc criteria that bound application performance could be
used to guide the procurement process. For example, answers to questions like
“Do the majority of our applications demonstrate high level 2 cache hit rates and
thus are sensitive to cache size and front side bus frequency?” provide speciﬁc
information about what kind of hardware should be purchased.
Improving the Software Development Cycle. While there are many excellent open
source performance analysis tools available[TAU][SvPablo][Paradyn][Mucci], virtually all of them require the user to change his environment, Makeﬁles or source
code. While simple for computer scientists, this process is fraught with potential
error for scientists and engineers who are focused on their ﬁeld of research. One
or two failed attempts at using a performance tool is enough to permanently
deter a scientist from making further eﬀorts to characterize the behavior of his
application. If the monitoring system could itself provide a completely transparent mechanism to measure important performance characteristics and the
user could access that information quickly and easily, the process of application
performane analysis could become an integral part of the software development
process.
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Performance Focused System Administration. As mentioned above, by having
access to detailed performance data about all applications, system administrators could systematically address applications and their users that make ineﬃcient use of compute resources. Centers with application specialist teams could
deploy staﬀ on the basis of low performance and high CPU hour consumption.
This type of targeted optimization eﬀort has the potential of optimizing a sites
heavy users and reap continued beneﬁts through successive generations of machines as the big users’ applications receive the attention they deserve.
1.1

The Design of PerfMiner

A performance collection system must be carefully designed in order to meet
the above goals. Most importantly, it must be transparent, lightweight and very
eﬃcient. Such a system can be split up into four components:
Integration into the User’s Environment. Changes to the user’s environment
should not be required by the system.
Collection of Hardware Performance Data. The data must be collected at a
suﬃciently ﬁne granularity to allow thread-level performance analysis.
Post-processing of the Data and Storage into a Scalable Database. The database must be carefully designed to support queries that may span tables
with ten’s of millions of rows.
Presentation of the Data to the User Community. The interface must be as
simple as possible, yet should facilitate rapid “drill-down” investigation from
widest granularity down to the thread level.
In order to meet the above needs, a performance collection system must be carefully designed. First and foremost, it must be focused on the simplicity of it’s
user interface and the speed of which it operates. As the system could be running on many clusters across a site and measure every job through the system,
the amount of data could grow quite large. The system has four basic components: Integration into the user’s environment and/or batch system. This must
be completely transparent to the user, but yet facilitate conditional execution
of monitoring for debugging and other purposes. Collection of the job and hardware performance data. This must also be completely transparent to the user
with no modiﬁcations to the user’s job. Post-processing of the data and insertion into a database. The database must be carefully designed to support queries
that may span tables with ten’s of millions of rows. Furthermore, the schema
should facilitate the rapid development of reasonably complex queries in order
to accommodate the demands of its user base. Presentation of the data to the
users, system-administrators and managers. This interface must be as simple as
possible to guarantee maximum acceptance into a daily usage cycle. Complex
functionality should be hidden from the main interface yet remain accessible to
those wishing to dig deeper. The interface should facilitate rapid “drill-down”
investigation from widest granularity down to the thread level.
PerfMiner is an perfomance monitoring system that attempts to meet the above
goals. To test our initial implementation, we deployed PerfMiner for a subset of
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users for three weeks across all three of PDC’s clusters, Roxette, a cluster of 16
dual Pentium III nodes, Lucidor, a cluster of 90 dual Itanium 2 systems, and
Beppe, a 100 processor Pentium IV cluster that is one of the six SweGrid clusters
spread across Sweden. All systems have gigabit ethernet as an interconnect, with
the exception of Lucidor which also contains Myrinet-D cards in every node.
In the next four sections, we describe each of the components of the PerfMiner
system, working our way from the integration into the batch system to the Web
interface presented to the user. Following that, we present the results discuss the
relevance of a few queries made to the PerfMiner database. We then conclude
with a review of related work and some comments about the future of PerfMiner.

2

Integration of PerfMiner into the Easy Batch System

One of the challenges of the implementation of PerfMiner at PDC was how to
manage the integration into the batch system. PDC runs a modiﬁed version of
the Easy[Easy] scheduler. At it’s core, Easy is a reservation system that works
by enabling the user’s shell in /etc/passwd on the compute nodes. The user is
free to login directly to any subset of the reserved nodes. There is no restriction
on using MPI as a means to access these nodes from the front end. In this
way, Easy serves the needs of PDC’s data processing community who frequently
submit ensembles of serial jobs, often written in Perl. Given this, we could not
count on mpirun as our single point of entry to the compute nodes. This left
us with only one means to guarantee the initiation of the collection process: the
installation of a shell wrapper as the user’s login shell, pdcsh.sh (PDC Shell).
The reader may wonder why we didn’t choose to use a system shell startup
script. Unfortunately, the Bourne shell does not execute the system scripts in
/etc when started as a non-login shell (C-Shell does). By the installation of a
wrapper script, every process, whether started via ssh, kerberized telnet/rsh or
MPI was guaranteed to be executed in our environment. Due to the design of the
Easy scheduler, this modiﬁcation was rather trivial to perform. Easy maintains
two password ﬁles, password.complete and passwd. The former contains valid
shells for all users. The latter contains valid shells only for that user who has
reserved the node. This ﬁle is constructed on the ﬂy by Easy when the job has
come to the top of the queue.
The steps for job execution and ﬁnalization occur as follows:
First, a preamble script is initiated by Easy: (pdcsh-pre.sh)
1. Check if the cluster, charge group, user and host were enabled for use with
PAPI Monitoring. If not, bail out.
2. Verify the existence of the output directory tree.
3. In the above directory, create two ﬁles:
– BUSY, which is a zero length ﬁle that indicates that this job is running and
that monitoring is taking place.
– METADATA, which contains job information that is cross referenced with
that from PapiEx. It contains the following ﬁelds: cluster name, job ID,
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username, number of nodes reserved, charge group (CAC), start time and
the ﬁnish time of the job. The ﬁnish time is ﬁlled in by the postamble script
described below.
Second, Easy conditionally modiﬁes the user’s shell in the passwd ﬁles:
(adduser.py)
1. Check if the cluster, charge group, user and host were enabled for use with
PDCSH. If not, bail out.
2. Give the user PDC shell as his login shell on all reserved nodes.
When any job is started on any node, it will run under PDC shell and all
subprocesses and threads will be monitored. (pdcsh.sh)
1. Execute a common cluster wide setup script. (for other administrative purposes)
2. Determine the following:
– Whether or not we are a login shell.
– The user’s actual shell from passwd.complete.
3. If the cluster, charge group, user and host are enabled for PAPI Monitoring,
execute the PAPI monitoring script.
4. Execute the user’s actual shell appropriately. (as a login shell or not)
The PAPI monitoring script performs the following: (papimon.sh)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Check for the ﬁle that contains the prepared arguments to PapiEx.
Check that these arguments are correct.
Verify the existence of the output directory tree.
Set the output environment variable to PapiEx.
Set up the library preload environment variables.

At this point, the user’s job runs to completion. The only processes not monitored
are those that are either statically linked or they access PAPI or the hardware
performance monitors directly. Upon completion of the job, a postamble runs on
the front end. This script does the following: (pdcsh-post.sh)
1. Check if the cluster, charge group, user and host were enabled for use with
PAPI Monitoring. If not, bail out.
2. Append the job ﬁnish time to the METADATA ﬁle.
3. Remove BUSY ﬁle .
4. Schedule the parsing and submission of collected data to the PerfMiner
database and remove/backup the original ﬁles.

3

Collecting Hardware Performance Data Transparently
with PapiEx

At the lowest level, PerfMiner can use any mechanism to collect application
performance data. However, other methods require the user to recompile his
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application or use customized batch scripts. For our setup, we wanted a system
that would be completely transparent to the user, requiring no modiﬁcations
to user’s environment, application code or run-time libraries. Existing binaries
would continue to run as they did prior to the deployment of the software. To
accomplish this, we decided to use PapiEx, a tool based on the PAPI[PAPI].
PapiEx can run unmodiﬁed dynamically linked binaries and monitor them with
PAPI. It follows all spawned subprocesses and threads and generates output for
each. In PerfMiner, the output of PapiEx is directed to a ﬁle, which is then later
parsed by a perl script upon job completion.

4

Scalable Database Design

We chose to use Postgres as the database back end for PerfMiner. The primary
reason for choosing Postgres was prior experience and its support for kerberized authentication. Care has been taken to avoid the use of any nonstandard
SQL that could prevent the use of Mysql, Oracle or another SQL95 compliant
database. Access to the database has been abstracted through the use of both
Perl and PHP’s DBI interface, providing further portability. Much work has
been done to keep the PerfMiner database as robust as possible. In an early
implementation of PerfMiner, we rather hastily built a database schema around
a common set of queries we were hoping to run. We quickly realized that this
was neither general nor robust enough to support queries spanning millions of
rows. Thus a new database was designed, focusing on ﬂexibility, extensibility
and easy of implementation of sophisticated queries. Our goal was to have as
much of the query processing be done by the database server itself instead of
the client. Thus queries processing vast quantities of data can be performed on
underpowered web servers.
4.1

Direct Measurements

There are only two truly static items of knowledge in the database. First, all
measurements have a target (or scope) that is one of cluster, job, node, process
or thread. Secondly, there is a hierarchy of these targets; a cluster contains jobs,
which contain nodes, which contain processes, which contain threads. These targets can can be regarded as one to many mappings and naturally produce keys for
addressing the collected data. For instance, a speciﬁc threads measurements are
accessed by specifying cluster, job, node, process identiﬁer and possibly thread
identiﬁer as the primary key. Since no assumptions of existence of any speciﬁc
measurement are made, it is not possible to minimize the tables by putting all
measurements of thread scope in the table that speciﬁes which threads exist (unless you are prepared to accept null values and that the underlying database is
able to insert columns in preexisting tables). Instead, each measurement resides
in a separate table. The database also contains additional tables that describe
the scope, type and meaning of each of the collected measurements. This ensures
that no measurement is stored diﬀerently from any other. The primary advantage of this approach is that it makes it possible to combine measurements and
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construct reports in a uniform way. In PerfMiner, this means that any change in
the data collected from PapiEx or from the batch system, results in the creation
of a table and associated metainformation. Thus, no changes need be made to
the database or to the query engine.
4.2

Derived Measurements

The measurement ﬂoating point operations per second (or FLOPS) is an example of a derived measurement having thread scope. It combines the direct
measurement, ﬂoating point operations, with the derived measurement, duration, which in turn is derived from clockrate and total cycles. The database is
designed to store information about the derived measurements in the same way
that it stores the direct measurements. The query author does not have to know
if a derived or direct measurement is being referenced in his query.
4.3

Problems with the Current Approach

Putting the measurements in diﬀerent tables can be perceived as discarding the
fact that they are collected simultaneously and belong to the same thread. When
the data is harvested, the application knows that a certain value of total cycles is
associated with a certain value of total ﬂoating point operations. The only way
to reconstruct this information is by joining the two tables, an O(n2 ) operation.
This can be mitigated by instructing the database to build indexes for the ﬁelds
of every metric table that serve as keys. This reduces the cost of the join to
O(nlogn) or less depending on the method used for indexing. However, adding
indexes aggravates another problem caused by the nature of the measurements.
Since the target of most measurements is threads, and the key for addressing a
certain thread is made up of cluster, job, node, process, thread (of which three
are TEXT-ﬁelds), the key component will strongly dominate the storage demand
for most tables. A solution to this is to create synthetic keys for tables where
this is a problem.

5

The PerfMiner User Interface

For the current implementation of PerfMiner, the front end runs on an Apache
web server with PHP and JpGraph[JpGraph] installed. JpGraph is an open
source graphing library built upon PHP and the GDGD library. The user is
presented with a simple interface through which he can construct queries to
be visualized. The resulting graph is dynamically generated with JpGraph along
with a corresponding image map, such that the user can click on a corresponding
portion to “drill-down” to more interesting data. As developers, we are presented
with the canonical problem of balancing functionality with interface complexity.
For our initial implementation, we chose a small subset of the available data as
targets of our queries. We chose to present a query interface that speciﬁed the
logical-AND of any four items present in the job’s METADATA ﬁle: four on which
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to scope the queries and one choice by which to group Cluster, Charge Group,
User and Job ID. Each column is updated from the selections to it’s left. Should
the user choose a combination that results in the availability of a single job ID,
an additional dialog is presented with the names of all the processes in that job.

6

Evaluation

PerfMiner aims to meet the needs of three diﬀerent user bases (users, system
administrators and managers), through a common information collection infrastructure. For the user community, we provide a simple way of providing performance information about recently submitted jobs without any changes to the
user’s application or environment. This information can contain the eﬃciency
of various components, the overall processing time of each component or more
details hardware performance metrics. The ultimate goal is to not only provide
performance information but to provide information as to why the components
of that job are performing a certain way. In Figure 1, we have used PerfMiner to
plot instructions per cycle (IPC) against the executable name. This particular
user has submitted a shell script to perform a run of Gamess, an ab-initio quantum chemistry package. Here we ﬁnd that Gamess was the ﬁfth most ineﬃcient
executable. This data was taken from our Xeon cluster.

Fig. 1. PerfMiner Graph of Instructions Per Cycle of a Serial Job

For the administrator and support staﬀ community, we may not be so interested
in per-process performance, but rather the throughput of the system as a whole.
In Figure 2, we have asked the system to plot the average level 1 data cache
hit rate of all jobs and sort the results by user. We ﬁnd that the user who
has consumed the most compute cycles has the second lowest miss rate of all
jobs. This kind of query is extremely powerful when aiming to maximize the
throughput of a particular system. It’s not hard to envision a scenario where
application specialists approach a user and oﬀer help on code optimizaton.
Lastly, PerfMiner’s goal is to be able to facilitate a good understanding of exactly how the systems are being used by the various user communities. By doing
so, they can plan appropriately for future procurements. The central idea here
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Fig. 2. PerfMiner Graphs of Level 1 Data Cache Miss Rates and Total Cycle Consumption by User

being that they can focus their procurements on having the type of hardware appropriate for the problems being solved. Should the user workload demonstrate
high cache hit-rates and counts of ﬂoating point instructions, perhaps a system
with a similar size cache but a higher core clock frequency and deeper ﬂoating
point pipeline would be an appropriate upgrade. Should the workload demonstrate low processor utilization and low TLB-miss rates, perhaps an upgrade of
the I/O subsystem would be more appropriate than a processor upgrade. The
key here is to remove the guesswork involved in the procurement process. Instead
of focusing next generation purchases on either artiﬁcial benchmark suites or a
select group of applications, the procurement could be based on exactly what
the user community has demonstrated a need for.

7

Related Work

PerfMiner is most closely related to (and inspired by) the pioneering work done
by Rick Kufrin et al at the National Center for Supercomputing Applications
[Kufrin1]. In that work, a locally developed PAPI based tool PerfSuite[PerfSuite]
is used to collect information on jobs in the batch system. The primary differences between our work are the collection mechanism, the design of the
database and the user interface. There are numerous systems in existence that
do cluster-wide performance monitoring. Many of them like Ganglia[Ganglia],
SuperMon[SuperMon], CluMon[CluMon], NWPerf[NWPerf] and SGI’s Performance CoPilot[PCP] are extensible frameworks capable of presenting any metric. All these systems gather their metrics only on a system wide basis through
a daemon process that scrapes the /proc ﬁlesystem.
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